HTTP

Hyperertext Transfer Protocol

Protocol rules for a connection
SMTP
mail transfer protocol
"rules" mail client talks to mail server
POP  IMAP
agree on

- how to create a connection
- what to say to start a connection
- how to respond
HTML

SGML

Hyper text

Markup

Language

Standard Generalized

Markup Language
<html>
<head>
<body>
So on so: betting outcome is $61,500.00
</body>
</html>
So and so's letting aww ase is }
<bang> 500 <bang>
import java.util.Vector;

String s = "hello";

Vector v = new Vector();
Name collision

```java
java.util.Vector v = new java.util.Vector();
```

Class Path
```
(class loader)
```
Class path is a list of directories in which the JVM looks for class files.